Technology Sports

Hockey
Nov. 29-M. I. T. vs. Mass. Ag. College at Williams College.

Basketball
Dec. 18-M. I. T. vs. Tufts College at Tufts.

Wrestling

A. H. S. Swimming
Jan. 9-M. I. T. vs. Boston University at Boston, Mass., C. A.

WRESTLING COACH IS ENTHUSIASTIC
Expresses Himself As Being Much Impressed With Team Showing

Under the tutelage of Jack Allright the Bostonian grapplers are fast rounding into form for the opening meet with Northeastern which is set for next Saturday. Monday night the Harvard men were very much in awe of the wrestling candidates and Coach Allright was kepy busy giving individual instruction and correcting his pupils.

Expressing himself for the first time since taking over the wrestling team Coach Allright is impressed with the showing of the harvard men and is sure that we are going to have a formidable outfit this year. He added, "We have a fine band of followers out and they are learning quickly and it will not take long to put them into shape for the first meet. Although we are a little short of heavyweights, I believe we have a few lightweights who are able to take care of heavyweights in the proper quarter.

The strength of the team has been augmented by the announcement that Capt. Sam Cole of the Varsity out-track men will be available for the beginning of next term. Burt was satisfied with the harvard men on the team last winter, and he will be in shape and ready to go at the start of the new term.

HOCKEY TEAM MEETS CRIMSON AT ARENA

HOCKEY TEAM MEETS CRIMSON AT ARENA

"Thy shall not pass ought to be a good motive for the basketball team tearing into the court.

Sports Desk

After Boston's win in the basketball series the inter-family swimming meet there is a chance after all there might be something in the old adage, "What's in a name?"

Speaking of names, what a clean-cut team for the Harvard touch is the swimming team has got. Little wonder that he takes to the water sport kindly.

Who owns this "form" that all of the athletes are running as toes yet?

Os Hedlund will have to keep an eagle eye on Captain Lenses of the track team or else this day will be a long day.ollection of last Saturday's running meet, Big George ate up the board on the track.

THE TECH photographer spent the better part of the week looking for the ARTHUR person that a certain athletic team stripped for the other night.

IDENTIFY THE TRUE ONE
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